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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS LIABILITY INSURANCE
COVERAGE FOR AFFORDABLE CARE ACT LIABILITIES

By James E. Scheuermann, Michael A. Hart, and Eryn F. Correa 

This article considers the prospects for Employee Benefits Liability coverage for alleged failures to provide promised  
health insurance and for the “assessable payments” for large employers that fail to offer coverage to full-time employees.

 

For most large employers, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (“ACA”) creates an option: (1) offer health care coverage  
to your full-time employees or (2) if you do not offer health care coverage to your full-time employees and one or more of those 
employees obtains subsidized health coverage through a health insurance exchange, make an “assessable payment” to the Internal 
Revenue Service (“IRS”). This has become known as the “play or pay” option.

As a result of an incorrect understanding of the ACA, or perhaps as a result of longstanding corporate policies concerning the  
classification of members of its workforce, an employer may erroneously either treat statutory “full-time employees” as parttime 
employees or classify fulltime employees as independent contractors. A large employer that promises health benefits to full-time 
employees (either because of a desire to avoid the ACA “assessable payment” or otherwise), and that misclassifies those employees, 
may find itself named as a defendant in a class action brought on behalf of persons who claim that they are full-time employees  
and that the employer failed to provide the promised health care coverage. The employer also may be facing civil litigation and 
“assessable payments” from the federal government.

When faced with these types of substantial liability exposures, corporate policyholders typically turn to their liability insurance  
policies for defense and indemnity coverage. For claims alleging failure to provide promised employee benefits, coverage may  
be found in the insured’s Employee Benefits Liability (“EBL”) coverage, which generally is sold as a stand-alone policy or as  
an endorsement to Commercial General Liability or Directors and Officers policies. This article considers the prospects for  
coverage under the EBL coverage for alleged failures to provide promised health insurance and for the “assessable payments”  
for large employers that fail to offer coverage to full-time employees.

A hypothetical will assist in clarifying the issues. For many years, ABC Corporation (“ABC Corp.”) had a large team of safety experts 
that it used to provide safety seminars to ABC Corp.’s employees throughout the United States. ABC Corp. always classified these
workers as independent contractors and paid them wages and benefits accordingly. After the passage of the ACA, in order to avoid 
the ACA assessable payment, ABC Corp. amended its health care plan to cover all of its “full-time employees”. One of ABC Corp.’s 
safety experts, Joe Contractor, approached the human resources department and requested health insurance coverage. The director 
of human resources advised Joe that he was an independent contractor and, therefore, ineligible for health insurance coverage under 
the ABC Corp. health care plan. Joe filed a putative class action on behalf of himself and all of the other safety experts utilized by ABC 
Corp. The complaint alleged that Joe was wrongfully misclassified as an independent contractor in an effort to deny him employee 
benefits, including health care insurance, and that he and the other putative class members are entitled to health coverage afforded 
to ABC Corp.’s full-time employees. Joe’s attorney also notifies the IRS of this situation. After investigating, the IRS requires ABC 
Corp. to make an assessable payment (including late payment penalties and interest) for failing to provide Joe and other members 
of the putative class with health insurance coverage. Combined, the private class action and the assessable payment, penalties, and 
interest expose ABC Corp. to hundreds of thousands of dollars of liability, defense costs, and attorneys’ fees. ABC Corp. turns to its 
EBL carrier for coverage for the class action and the governmental penalties.

We will turn to the insurance coverage issues surrounding ABC Corp.’s claim for coverage following a more in-depth discussion 
regarding the ACA option and possible private and governmental actions against ABC Corp.
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The ACA’s Incentive for Employers to Provide Health Insurance

The ACA generally provides that an “applicable large employer” may have to make “assessable payments” to the IRS if it does  
not offer health coverage to its full-time employees. An “applicable large employer” is generally defined as a person who employed 
an average of at least 50 full-time or full-time equivalent employees on business days during the preceding calendar year.1 A  
“full-time employee” is generally any employee who is employed an average of at least 30 hours of service per week.2 The ACA does 
not explicitly define the terms “employee” or “independent contractor.” Traditionally, in employment disputes, whether a worker 
is an employee or an independent contractor is a matter determined under state statutory or common law. The tests for resolving 
this issue tend to be multifactored and generally focus on the degree of control the “employer” actually exercises or has the right to 
exercise over the worker and the degree of independence of the worker in performing his work-related tasks. For ACA purposes, the 
term “employee” is defined by reference to the common law standard.3 While certain seasonal workers and independent contractors 
are not factored into the number of full-time employees for purposes of the 50-employee threshold, non-seasonal and part-time 
employees do count towards that total.

Private Rights of Action to Promised Coverage
The ACA itself does not require any employer to offer or provide any health coverage to any employee. Rather, it provides an 
applicable large employer a choice to either offer coverage to its full-time employees or to make assessable payments to the IRS.  
If an employer chooses to offer coverage to full-time employees (to avoid ACA assessable payments or for any other reason),  
private litigants who seek to enforce their right to health coverage under the employer’s plan may do so through the Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act’s (“ERISA”) express statutory provisions providing for private rights of action.

Three ERISA provisions create private rights of action. First, Section 502(a)(1)(B) of ERISA (29 U.S.C. § 1132(a)(1)(B)) allows participants 
and beneficiaries to enforce their quasi-contractual rights under ERISA plan documents. This section permits private causes of action 
to recover benefits due under a plan, to enforce rights under a plan, and to clarify rights to future benefits. To the extent that the 
ACA’s employer “mandate” is incorporated into plan documents (i.e., by the employer extending coverage to full-time employees), 
this section provides a vehicle for private enforcement of that “mandate.” Next, Section 502(a)(3) of ERISA (29 U.S.C. § 1132(a)(3)) 
broadly permits private actions for any “act or practice” that violates Title I of ERISA. The remedies provided under this section are 
equitable only – “appropriate equitable relief” – but as other employment-related class action litigation has shown (especially in the 
wake of the United States Supreme Court’s decision in Comcast Corp. v. Behrend4), a finding of liability in a class action in which only 
equitable remedies are sought can be a powerful motivator for an employer to conclude a monetary settlement when the alternative 
for the employer is to face scores or hundreds of individual lawsuits for damages. Even if settlement is not in the cards, the equitable 
remedies of Section 502(a)(3) may include reformation of the ERISA plan and monetary relief in the form of a surcharge against the 
plan trustee to pay money owed to beneficiaries.5 Finally, Section 510 of ERISA (29 U.S.C. § 1140) grants a broad private cause of 
action for retaliation against a plan participant or beneficiary for attempting to enforce her rights under an ERISA plan. 

So, for example, if ABC Corp. seeks to avoid ACA assessable penalties by offering coverage under its health care plan to all  
full-time employees, a worker who is misclassified by the employer as an independent contractor, such as Joe Contractor, and 
to whom the employer does not, therefore, offer coverage, may be able to bring a claim under ERISA to enforce that promise of 
coverage. Whether the worker’s claim will be successful will be dependent in part on the terms of the employer’s plan documents  
and the definition of covered employees used by the employer. (Those definitions may or may not match the “employee” and 
“full-time employee” definitions used under the ACA.) Many employers have attempted to protect themselves against claims for 
noncoverage of misclassified workers by clarifying in their plans that coverage is not provided to misclassified workers.6

Governmental Enforcement of the Employer Option
In addition to possible private actions, two departments of the federal government may have an interest in ABC Corp.’s activities. 
First, the Department of Labor (“DOL”) has the right to initiate a civil action against employers who are alleged to have violated ERISA 
by failing to provide promised benefits to fulltime employees. The DOL may bring an action to enjoin an ongoing violation of ERISA 
and may seek “other appropriate equitable relief” to redress violations and enforce the statute.7

In addition, the IRS may levy either of two assessable payments against employers who do not offer sufficient coverage to full-time 
employees. Under Section 4980H(a) of the Internal Revenue Code (the “IRC”), an employer that fails to offer health coverage to at 
least 95 percent of its full-time employees (70 percent for the 2015 plan year) and that has at least one full-time employee that has 
purchased health insurance through a state or federal exchange and qualified for either tax credits or a cost-sharing subsidy must 
make an assessable payment of $2,000 per year (or $166.66 per month adjusted for inflation after 2014) per full-time employee over  
30 employees (80 employees for the 2015 plan year for employers with 100 or fewer full-time employees in 2014).8 For example, if  
ABC Corp. employed 94 fulltime employees and had misclassified Joe Contractor and five others as independent contractors where 
they were otherwise substantively “employees” as defined by the ACA, ABC Corp. would be subject to a $140,000 penalty ($2,000 x 
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(100 full-time employees minus 30)); the penalty applies regardless of the number of misclassified employees and is dependent solely 
on the number of full-time employees.

Moreover, under Section 4980H(b) of the IRC, an employer that fails to offer “affordable” health coverage that provides “minimum 
value” to a full-time employee must make an assessable payment to the IRS with respect to that employee if the employee has 
purchased health insurance through a state or federal exchange and qualified for either tax credits or a cost-sharing subsidy.9 The 
assessable payment under Section 4980H(b) is $3,000 (adjusted for inflation after 2014) for each such full-time employee per year ($250 
per month) for whom the employer did not make a qualifying offer of coverage. Generally, the aggregate amount of an employer’s 
Section 4980H(b) penalties will not exceed the amount of the 4980H(a) penalty that the employer would have paid if it did not offer 
any health coverage

EBL Coverage for Violations of the Employer-Option

EBL coverage terms and conditions can vary materially between carriers. For example, while the Insurance Services Office, Inc. (“ISO”) 
issued a standard form EBL endorsement in 2004, not all domestic insurers have adopted it and alternative language may be more 
coveragepromoting or coverage-restricting. Further, EBL coverage issued by the London market and other non-U.S. carriers reflect 
the types of variations common in other lines of insurance. We discuss coverage prospects principally under the ISO standard-form 
language, but as always in the insurance world, the watchword is to read and compare alternative policy forms for both pronounced 
and nuanced differences in language and to carefully consider the specific facts in issue and potentially applicable law.

In ISO’s 2004 standard form endorsement, EBL insurance provides coverage for

“any act, error, or omission of the insured, or of any person for whose acts the insured is legally liable”

when the act, error, or omission

“is negligently committed in the ‘administration’ of your ‘employee benefit program.’”

“Administration” is defined to include:

a.   Providing information to “employees”, including their dependents and beneficiaries, with respect to eligibility for or scope of 
“employee benefit programs”;

b.  Handling records in connection with the “employee benefit program”; or

c.   Effecting, continuing or terminating any “employee’s” participation in any benefit included in the “employee benefit 
program.”

“Employee benefit program” means, in relevant part:

4    . . . . a program providing some or all of the following benefits to “employees”, whether provided through a “cafeteria plan”  
or otherwise:

a   . . . . group accident or health insurance, dental, vision and hearing plans . . . provided that no one other than an “employee” 
may subscribe to such benefits and such benefits are made generally available to those “employees” who satisfy the plan’s 
eligibility requirements.

The definition of “employee” is not found in the EBL standard form endorsement. Rather, it is in the main body of the Commercial 
General Liability policy, where the term is defined as:

“‘Employee’ includes a ‘leased worker.’ ‘Employee’ does not include a ‘temporary worker.’”

Endorsements that amend or supplement this definition of “Employee” are not uncommon. “Employee” might also be defined to 
include part-time employees, seasonal employees, and independent contractors.

These definitions are broad. Even assuming that they are not ambiguous, they provide coverage for ERISA claims by private plaintiffs 
who allege that they are “full-time employees” under the terms of an employer’s plan and that their employer wrongfully denied 
them health coverage by failing to treat them as such. Employer-provided health coverage under ERISA is so obviously an “employee 
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benefit program,” as defined, that there should be little in dispute on that issue, and so we do not discuss it further here.10 Whether 
Joe Contractor or other workers who allege that they are “full-time employees” under the terms of an employer’s plan also fall under 
the EBL definition of “Employee” in a given policy depends on the specific language of that policy. For present purposes, because 
there has been relatively little litigation on the point in EBL coverage disputes, we can assume that Joe Contractor and other plaintiffs 
fall within the policy’s definition of “Employee.”

Accordingly, the two key issues for class actions, such as Joe Contractor’s, are (a) whether the alleged misclassification of workers is 
“negligently committed” and (b) whether the alleged misclassification is part of the “administration” of the plan.

The Negligence Defense
Insurers can be expected to contend that the classification of a worker as an employee or independent contractor is an “intentional 
act” and not a “negligent act” and, therefore, EBL claims arising out of classification decisions are not within the EBL coverage. For 
example, insurers have attempted to defeat EBL coverage, with some limited success, on the grounds that the underlying claim 
did not allege the requisite negligence when: (a) an inadvertent error failed to notify a beneficiary that his employer-sponsored life 
insurance policy was cancelled and the president of the company refused to reinstate the policy,11 (b) tour guides alleged that they 
had been “willfully” excluded as participants in their employer’s retirement plans and did not expressly allege any negligent acts, 
errors, or omissions,12 and (c) the employer changed the scope of benefits available to an entire class of retired employees.13

It is an understatement to say that the state of insurance law on coverage for so-called “intentional acts” verses “negligent acts” 
is, in many jurisdictions, extremely uncertain and fluid. There is a thicket of conflicting concepts and rules across jurisdictions and, 
sometimes, within a given jurisdiction.14 On this point, it is useful to recall that the fundamental purpose of insurance is to transfer risk, 
and thus, at a minimum, there should be coverage for a so-called intentional act when the insured does not subjectively intend the 
injury or damage within the risk covered by the policy and complained of by the plaintiff. As stated by Justice Cardozo so eloquently 
more than 90 years ago in Messersmith v. American Fidelity Co.,15 a rule which would “restrict insurance to cases where liability is 
incurred without fault of the insured would reduce indemnity to a shadow.”16 Justice Cardozo explains:

Injuries are accidental or the opposite for the purpose of indemnity according to the quality of the results rather than the 
quality of the causes . . . Every act, if we exclude, as we must, gestures or movements that are automatic or instinctive, is 
willful when viewed in isolation and irrespective of its consequences.17

The approach of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in the recent opinion of Euchner-USA, Inc. v. Hartford 
Casualty Insurance Company,18 is particularly instructive in rejecting the insurer’s negligence defense. In Euchner-USA, the plaintiff 
in the underlying claim alleged that she was sexually harassed by a senior executive at Euchner-USA, and that, after she confronted 
him about his conduct, she was wrongfully terminated as an employee and coerced into accepting a new position as an independent 
contractor. She further alleged that her misclassification as an independent contractor disqualified her from receiving the benefits she 
formerly received, including pension benefits under the company’s 401(k) plan.19

In finding that the underlying plaintiff’s claim of misclassification “raised a reasonable possibility of negligence” by the insured, 
and thus activated the insurer’s duty to defend, the Second Circuit focused on the lack of any allegations (a) as to whether the 
misclassification was intentional or negligent, (b) that the plaintiff was misclassified with the purpose of interfering with her retirement 
benefits, or (c) that she was subject to unlawful retaliation under Section 510 of ERISA.20 The court further noted that the ERISA  
claims did not require a showing of intent, with the implication that Hartford, therefore, could not look to the statute to infer 
coverage-defeating intent.21 The court might also have noted that because intent is not an element of an ERISA violation, even 
allegations of intent should have not defeated coverage, since it would still have been “reasonably possible” that liability might be 
found on non-intentional grounds.22

In short, it is a virtual certainty that the negligence defense will continue to be raised by insurers. That said, policyholders have many 
paths around this obstacle to coverage.

“Administration”
Coverage disputes under the insuring agreement language can be expected to focus on the term “administration.” Insurers are 
likely to argue that the term “administration” in the EBL coverage is intended to reflect that EBL covers only “ministerial” and 
nondiscretionary acts relating to the day-to-day management of benefit programs, not corporate policies that affect who is within  
or outside of the scope of those benefit programs in the first instance. There is some support in the case law for this view. In an 
insurer-versusinsurer EBL coverage dispute arising out of claims that the employer failed to adequately fund its 401(k) plan, the  
United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ruled that “administration” referred only to “administrative and ministerial 
actions” and that it “does not include discretionary, decision-making activities.”23 In Maryland Cas. Co. v. Economy Bookbinding 
Corp. Pension Plan and Trust,24 the court similarly held that “administration” referred to “routine, unministerial acts” and not “the 
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decision-making and monitoring involved in managing the Plan’s investments.”25 On this basis the court granted summary judgment 
to the insurer for certain activities complained of (e.g., improper investment in the employer’s own securities), while denying summary 
judgment to the insurer on other claims (e.g., failure to examine the trust checking account), and while denying summary judgment to 
both parties on yet other claims (e.g., improper calculation of benefits, with resultant underfunding of the Plan).

This case law does not address squarely the issue of EBL coverage for the sort of ERISA claims considered here, and moreover, it is 
at odds with the broad language of the EBL insuring language. “Administration” is not defined in terms of “ministerial,” or “routine,” 
or “day-to-day” actions. In the context of the EBL insuring agreement, it broadly refers, in part, to “any act, error, or omission” of 
the insured in (a) “providing information to employees” regarding their eligibility, or not, to participate in a benefit program and 
(b) “effecting, continuing or terminating” any employee’s participation in such a program. In rejecting the insurer’s “ministerial 
actions” argument with respect to a similar definition of “administration,” the Second Circuit in Euchner-USA properly stated that “no 
construction can modify the definition of the term in the contract wording.”26 The court further stated that “classification of someone
either as an independent contractor or as an employee for purposes of program eligibility is not a matter of discretion.”27 In other 
words, whether someone is an independent contractor or an employee is determined by the facts of the working relationship and 
operative law, not by the choice or discretionary act of an employer. It is for that reason that an employer’s classification of an 
employee as an independent contractor can be wrong legally. In any event, the court found that the allegations of the complaint 
were within the duty to defend because “determining [the plaintiff’s] eligibility may reasonably be considered part of the program’s 
recordkeeping function.”28

It is significant perhaps that the Second Circuit did not employ the rule of contra proferentem, whereby ambiguous policy language 
is construed against the insurer, as the drafter of the policy language, and in favor of the policyholder, in interpreting “administration.”
Future courts addressing this issue might well find that rule applicable or may appeal to the reasonable expectations doctrine. The 
reasonable expectations doctrine, when it is not merely a restatement of the rule of contra proferentem, provides that a policy is to 
be interpreted in accordance with the reasonable expectations of the policyholder and, further, in some jurisdictions, that coverage 
should be found when an insured would expect coverage even if such coverage is not to be found in the express language of the 
policy.29 For example, the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit has stated that “even the most clearly written exclusion 
will not bind the insured where the insurer or its agent has created in the insured a reasonable expectation of coverage.”30 Here, a 
policyholder reading a definition of “administration” that includes broad language with strong connotations of choice and discretion 
(e.g., “providing information to employees . . .” and “[e]ffecting, continuing, or terminating any ‘employee’s’ participation . . .”) would 
have little or no reason to expect that the term “administration” refers only to “ministerial” or “clerical” tasks, especially when those 
terms are nowhere to be found in the definition.

Even without appeal to the reasonable expectations doctrine, in Wyman-Gordon Co. v. Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance Co., the court 
rejected the insurer’s “clerical or ministerial mistakes” gloss on “administration” because it was inconsistent with the policy’s express 
definition of “administration,” which included “‘the determination of the eligibility of employees to participate in the employee 
benefits programs.’”31 The court effectively held that eligibility determinations are not merely “clerical” or “ministerial” activities and 
that the express wording of the definition of “administration” defeated the insurer’s attempt to deny coverage.

Moreover, insurers have had years to add a “ministerial” or “clerical” limitation to the definition of “administration” in EBL coverage. 
Their failure to do so should be an additional reason for the courts not to rewrite the policy language and import such limitations.

EBL Exclusions
Insurance coverage disputes regarding ACA class actions will not end with the insuring language. Insurers also are likely to rely on  
one or more exclusions in attempting to defeat coverage. We consider here five principal exclusions that insurers are likely to raise  
as defenses to coverage.

First, EBL policies typically exclude coverage for “damages” arising out of intentional acts, errors, or omissions including “the willful 
or reckless violation of any statue.” At a minimum, state of mind issues – intent, willfulness, and recklessness – present questions of 
fact for the trier of fact at trial. Absent such a final, nonappealable finding, this state of mind exclusion should not bar coverage for the 
insured’s damages. This is especially true where neither intent, willfulness, nor recklessness are elements of an ERISA violation. Note,
further, that the exclusion, by its own terms, only applies to “damages” and hence does not relieve the insurer of its duty to defend.

Second, EBL policies often include an exclusion that purports to bar coverage for “[a]dvice given to any person with respect to that 
person’s decision to participate or not participate in any plan included in the ‘employee benefit program.’” This exclusion, by its 
express terms, bears on particular advice given to a particular person by a benefit manager or administrator. Further, it only excludes 
claims relating to advice given with respect to that employee’s decision to participate or not. It does not relate to advice given about 
the employer’s decision as to who can participate or not in a benefit program. Accordingly, when a corporation is facing ERISArelated
claims such as Joe Contractor may assert, this exclusion should not bar coverage.
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Third, EBL policies typically include an exclusion for “damages” for which the insured is liable because of liability “imposed on a 
fiduciary” by ERISA.32 The apparent intent of this exclusion is to prevent overlapping coverage with Fiduciary Liability Insurance (“FLI”) 
coverage, which, as the name implies, provides coverage for those persons who are deemed to be the fiduciary of an employee 
benefit plan and who have responsibility for the administration of and investments for the plan. If a fiduciary is found liable for 
damages with respect to her duties as an administrator of an ERISA benefit program, this exclusion points the policyholder to its FLI 
coverage. The exclusion does not bar coverage for the claimant’s alleged employer or other sponsor of an employee benefit plan.

Fourth, insurers may rely on the common exclusion for “taxes, fines or penalties, including those imposed under the” IRC.33 This 
exclusion is untested in the courts in the context of the ACA’s employer pay-or-play election and the IRS’s assessable payments; 
it may be an impediment to recovery for the IRS-imposed assessable payments discussed above. Note, again, however, that the 
exclusion does not expressly bar coverage for defense costs for a governmental civil action such as may be brought by the DOL 
should the other elements of coverage be satisfied.

Finally, the employment-related practices exclusion bars coverage for “wrongful termination of employment, discrimination, or other 
employment-related practices.” This exclusion apparently is intended to prevent overlapping coverage with Employment Practices 
Liability (“EPL”) policies. Those policies typically exclude coverage for ERISA-related claims, with the exception of retaliation claims 
under Section 510 of ERISA (as discussed below). Assuming arguendo that an EPL policy would exclude Joe Contractor’s class action,
the employment-related practices exclusion in question here, by its own terms, is focused on what the insurance industry views as 
traditional employment-related claims under EPL policies, such as wrongful termination and discrimination claims. It is not intended 
to exclude coverage for claims relating to an employee benefits program, where the claims are otherwise within the scope of the EBL 
coverage.

As noted above, although most EPL policies exclude coverage for benefits due under ERISA, those exclusions typically carve out an 
exception with respect to retaliation claims asserted under Section 510 of ERISA. If Joe Contractor amends his complaint to allege that
his alleged employer retaliated against him or other members of the class for attempting to secure their rights under ERISA, that claim 
usually is covered, for both defense and indemnity, under the policyholder’s EPL coverage.

In brief, policyholders have strong arguments for coverage under their EBL coverage for alleged violations of ERISA and for retaliation 
claims under their EPL policies. Because some EBL coverage is written on a claims made basis, and because the courts have tended 
to strictly enforce the notice provisions under certain types of claims made policies, it is prudent for policyholders to promptly review 
their EBL coverage if an ACA-related claim has been asserted or if one may be asserted against them, and to provide timely notice to 
the carrier of the claim or potential claim if appropriate.

Conclusion

The ACA will have far-reaching effects in the delivery of health care in the United States over the next decade and beyond. It  
is virtually a truism that any new and important social legislation will spawn a new wave of litigation. Corporate policyholders  
faced with claims asserted by part-time employees or independent contractors alleging that they have been denied rights to 
employer-sponsored health insurance, or similar suits brought by the DOL, would do well to turn to their corporate liability  
policies, especially their EBL coverage, to protect valuable corporate assets. 
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Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 839 P.2d 798, 806 (Utah 1992); Boeing Co. v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 784 P.2d 507, 520 (Wash. 1990) (en banc); Wilkie v. Auto-
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